THURSDAY
17h00
19h00

Registration at Notties Hotel
Pick up Welcome Packs and collect room keys

Welcome Dinner and Orientation
Covering the Dam draw and competition format

FRIDAY
SUNRISE
11h30

First Fishing Session
Drive back to the hotel for lunch at 11h30
Submit your release records

Don’t forget to collect your cooler boxes full of afternoon refreshments and snacks.

13h00
17h30
19h00

Second Fishing Session
Submit your release records, freshen up then head to the pub to warm up.

Dinner
Followed by dam draw

Breakfast baskets are available at reception, please grab them on your way out. Only 2 per team of 4

SATURDAY
SUNRISE
11h30

Third Fishing Session
Drive back to the hotel for lunch between 12:00 and 13:00
Submit your release records

Don’t forget to collect your cooler boxes full of afternoon refreshments and snacks.

13h00
17h30
20h00

Fourth Fishing Session
Submit your release records, freshen up then head to the pub to warm up.

Dinner
Followed by prize giving, live music and party til late

SUNDAY
08H00
10h00

Hangovers and Breakfast at the Hotel
followed by a slow steady drive home

1.

Competitors are allowed only ONE rod and line, with a maximum of three flies in the water at all times.

2.

The use of any stimulant i.e. Pheromones or other attracting scent is strictly prohibited. Egg Patterns are allowed.
There is to be no stripping of egg bound hens or the release of eggs into the water.

3.

Only recognized/bona fide fly fishing equipment may be used. No lures, bait, spinning or any other fishing equipment
is permissible. No electronic surveillance equipment or fish finders allowed.

4.

Kick boats and float tubes are allowed, however no motors or any artificial means of propulsion other than flippers
are permissible.

5.

Fishing Times must be strictly adhered to. The sessions start at sunrise for the morning session and end at 11.30am.
The afternoon session starts at 1.30pm and ends at 5.30pm.

6.

This is a strictly Catch and Release competition, all fish caught must be measured in length and carefully released
back into the water. Length is measured from the tip of the nose to the V in the tail. The weight of the fish can also
be recorded in the net if you have a net with a scale in it.

7.

All catches must be witnessed by a signatory of another team or a designated Marshall. Points are allocated
based on a submitted, witnessed catch record. The judges’ decision in respect to catch records and
points allocation is final and no objections will be considered or correspondence entered into. Any fish that
measures over 65cm may be weighed in for the ten pound competition. Remember to keep your fish
moist, as dehydration affects weight. The weight of any fish will be determined by the electronic scale at
the central venue – Notties Hotel. Should a fish be eligible, call one of the chief Marshalls on 082 573 0268 or
082 553 0101 and we will be waiting at said point for an immediate weigh-in. No other weights will count other than
those weighed on the electronic scale by a chief Marshall.

8.

ONLY THE FOLLOWING FISH WILL COUNT FOR TEAM POINTS IN EACH SESSION:
• SESSION 1 - FOUR FISH PER ANGLER • SESSION 2 - THREE FISH PER ANGLER
• SESSION 3 - TWO FISH PER ANGLER
• SESSION 4 - ONE FISH PER ANGLER

9.

In terms of the tagged fish and the prizes that are rewarded for catching the tagged fish. Each tagged fish has a
specific numbered tag attached to its fin. This fish has been tagged independently by a competition official. Only this
specific tagged fish will be eligible to submit for prize consideration. The tag will have to be audited to ensure
that the correct number correlates with that of the fish released. So note that only one tagged fish will be eligible for
said prize and this fish, along with tag must be brought as proof to the main venue – Notties Hotel. The prizes referred
to will only be issued once verified by the insurance company, which may take up to six weeks.

10.

No pets allowed and strictly no lighting of fires on or around the waters. Please do not discard cigarette butts
or any other litter anywhere other than demarcated bins. Remember that we are in a fire hazard area so please be
exceptionally careful. Please observe all farm signs, ensure gates are properly closed and only use demarcated
access roads to the water. A maximum speed limit of 40km/h must be observed on all private property and farm
vehicles and animals have right of way.

11.

The Tops Corporate Challenge committee, sponsors and organisers do not accept any responsibility for any loss or
damage to any property or any injury or illness of any entrant/guest while using the waters and/or the facilities or on
the property on which the competition is being held. All entrants acknowledge by entering the competition that they
indemnify The Tops Corporate Challenge, it’s employees, the sponsors and organisers

12.

This is an amateur event and the competition format is designed for social fly fishing. Hence, should any entrant
have competed in official fly fishing competitions at a regional or national level as sanctioned by the South African
Fly Fishing Association or have achieved any regional or national colours in fly fishing, then the organiser reserves
the right to not allow that individual’s score to count in this competition. Failing this the organiser reserves the right
to impose any handicap against any aforesaid individuals, that they deem suitable, to even the competition format.

